2011 scion xb interior

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the xB. Overview Overview Most
Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission
4-speed shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine
size 2. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power mirrors yes remote
keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel
level warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes.
Front leg room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Length
Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Ground clearance 5. Drag Coefficient 0.
Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the xB.
Suspension Suspension torsion beam rear suspension yes front independent suspension yes
MacPherson strut front suspension yes Stabilizer bar stabilizer bar yes. Warranty Warranty Free
Maintenance 2 yr. Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 2 yr. Inventory See xB
Inventory. Sign Up. Dark Charcoal, cloth. See xB Inventory. The Scion xB is a capable compact
people mover and cargo hauler that packs lots of high-tech audio features. Fuel economy is
lackluster, however, and the unconventional styling isn't for everyone. The Scion xB started life
dripping with hipster cool. It was a box among curves, a fashionable rebellion from the norm if
there ever was one in the automotive world. Driving an xB was like wearing skinny jeans,
wrapping a scarf around your neck in the middle of summer and donning a thin-brimmed
fedora. Yet just as those fashion trends will inevitably lose their cool, so to speak, the Scion xB
has lost some of its hipster image to time, familiarity and a second generation that sacrificed
some funk for functionality. But just because something's a fading trend doesn't mean it's not
without merit. That boxy shape may not be as unique as it once was thanks to copycats like the
Kia Soul and Nissan Cube, but being shaped like a box has other advantages. For one, the xB
boasts more maximum cargo space than most rivals and even some midsize SUVs. Passenger
space is just as impressive; there's enough headroom for you to don that fedora, and the
backseat is so spacious relative to the exterior proportions that cab companies in Chicago have
added xBs to their fleets. For , a new telescoping steering wheel makes finding a comfortable
seating position easier for taller drivers. Despite losing some of its cool vibe, Scion hasn't
abandoned its goal of trying to stay ahead of the game in those areas that matter most to young
buyers. The main way to do that: audio systems. Standard on every xB is a six-speaker Pioneer
sound system with an iPod interface, a regular auxiliary audio jack, an RCA output for additional
speakers and a customizable head unit display. An upgraded system from Alpine adds a
touchscreen interface and a knob that mimics an iPod's controls, while a "media expander"
improves digital-music quality. The main drawback to the Scion xB is its fuel economy. Though
surprisingly punchy, the horsepower four-cylinder achieves fuel economy that's the same or
better than crossovers like the Chevy Equinox and Toyota RAV4. The xB is cheaper to begin
with and offers similar interior space, so we think it's still a smart alternative to those popular
family vehicles. Of course, it's a safe bet the Scion xB was never meant to be mentioned in the
same sentence as "family vehicle. The Scion xB is a four-door, five-passenger wagon available
in two trim levels: base and the low-volume Release Series RS 8. Options are plentiful and
mostly added at the dealer. Among them are and inch alloy wheels, foglights, a rear spoiler,
remote ignition, ambient multicolor lighting, a selection of shift knobs, an auto-dimming mirror,
headrest-mounted DVD entertainment system monitors, satellite radio, a subwoofer and an
Alpine Premium audio system with a touchscreen faceplate, HD radio, additional RCA outputs
and a "media expander" that improves the sound quality of digital audio files. A back-up camera
and a navigation system can be added to the Alpine setup. The xB Release Series 8. A unique
rear spoiler is available on the 8. The front-wheel-drive Scion xB is powered by a 2. A five-speed
manual transmission is standard and a four-speed automatic with automanual control is the
xB's lone factory option. In performance testing, an automatic-equipped xB hustled from zero to
60 mph in 8. The Scion xB comes standard with antilock brakes, stability control, traction
control, front-seat side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. In braking tests, the xB
came to a stop from 60 mph in feet -- a solid performance. The xB has not been rated using the
government's new, more strenuous crash-testing procedures. Its ratings which aren't
comparable to tests saw it earning four stars out of five for both driver and passenger in frontal
impacts, and a perfect five stars for side impacts. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
awarded the xB its highest rating of "Good" for both frontal-offset and side-impact crashes. The
Scion xB feels fairly stable at highway speeds, although its slab-sided styling makes it
vulnerable to crosswinds. Due to a relatively high center of gravity, the xB rolls significantly
during cornering, but it feels responsive and confident at lower speeds. Over especially rough
surfaces, the suspension transmits impact harshness into the cabin, and road and wind noise
are constant companions at high freeway speeds. All in all, though, Scion's youthful target
demographic should be pleased with the xB's driving demeanor, as should be older folks

simply looking for a space-efficient runabout. We've never been pleased with centrally mounted
primary gauges, and those on the xB haven't changed our mind. At least the speedometer is an
easily read digital display, but it's way over to the right rather than in front of the driver, and
monitoring the diminutive tachometer requires far too much of the driver's attention. While the
climate controls couldn't be any simpler, both of the xB's available radio faceplates are clearly
intended for a younger generation used to iPhones and other high-tech gizmos. In other words,
they aren't exactly user-friendly, but audiophiles should appreciate their extensive range of
adjustability. For , the previous temperature gauge has been replaced in favor of a separate
clock, which used to be buried among myriad trip computer functions. Also new is a
telescoping function to the steering wheel; it provides a much better driving position for taller
drivers who otherwise will find plenty of leg- and headroom. Boasting 21 cubic feet of cargo
space behind the rear seats and 70 cubic feet with those seats folded down, the xB is a
legitimate fair-weather alternative to compact SUVs. Available styles include 4dr Wagon 2.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Scion xB. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Scion lease specials Check out Scion xB lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. So-so fuel economy distracting
center-mounted gauges plasticky interior funky styling. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Scion xB gets some key
changes for The exterior gets revised styling, while the interior gets some welcome new
features like a telescoping steering wheel, a separate clock, more visually interesting upholstery
and a center console bin with sliding armrest. This year's special-edition Release Series is now
in its eighth iteration hence the name 8. Read more. Write a review See all 24 reviews. Great
basic transportation. I bought one of these as a trade in to get out of steep minivan payments. I
bought out of of the release 8 series. It has a lowered body kit and is a cool blue color. I found
out from the internet that this was the cowl rubbing against the windshield due to inadequate
insulation and that it was an easy fix. I am not mechanical and it was indeed an easy fix. People
online suggested using weatherstripping from home depot to install between the cowl and the
windshield. I used the fuzzy part of a velcro strip which is working well. It went from sounding
like a car with , miles on it to sounding like a new ride. I am coming from a minivan, so this car
handles well. On the twisties it handles well for the box that it is. Anyone who is hung up by the
center console or the buzzing sound that the exhaust makes doesn't have a sense of humor.
This is an economy box that has a huge amount of room. I am 6'2" with a long torso and I have
at least another 8" over my head. And my model has a sunroof. It keeps transportation cheap
and simple. If I drive it hard I can get 22 mpg city. If I decide to go for good gas mileage I can get
26 city or 38 highway. I got a great deal certified used. Read less. I wanted an SUV or a minivan,
but they were way too pricey. This car feels like an SUV when you are inside it. I feel higher up
then a regular car which I love. It has a peppy engine, great handling and is fun looking. It feels
spacious inside and I like the head and leg room too. It is a small car that feels bigger than it is
and has plenty of room for my 2 kids, husband, dog and I. I just love it! I went to the dealership
to test drive the Toyota Matrix, and saw the XB sitting there. After test driving the Matrix and
being unimpressed with the handling, I asked the dealer if I could test the Scion. I was amazed
at how zippy this car is, especially for its size. I fell in love with the car right away, and bought it,
and now I am a total convert. The car handles like a sportier, smaller car, but it has all the room
in the world, and it's got personality. Small Price for a Great Car. We have had the car for a week
now and we just love it. Especially my wife whom I didn't think she would take a liking to it. But
she did and it is hard to get her out of it. We are both retired and were looking for something to
replace to the two cars we had. I have been driving an Infiniti for the past 10 years, and I cannot
believe all the euipment that comes as standard on this car. I was surprised how quiet it is and
the amount of space that you have, espercially with the back seats down. See all 24 reviews of
the Used Scion xB. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the xB. Sign Up. Toggle navigation
Parts. Keep it real. Keep it Toyota. Your Nearest Online Dealers. Charles Toyota. Shop Now.

Distance: Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Select a Scion XB Driveline. Shop Exterior
Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured Parts and Accessories. Pioneer Standard
Audio System. Base Audio Headunit. Paint Protection Film. PT : Paint Protection Film. Steering
Wheel. Cargo Liner. PT : Cargo Liner. Rear Wind Deflectors. PT : Rear Wind Deflectors. Rear
Bumper Protector. Rear Bumper Applique. PT : Rear Bumper Protector. Explore Toyota Parts
Online and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Scion XB parts and accessories you
need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match
your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment,
technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information
available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U. Plus, you can
add your personal style to truly make it your own. Toyota Parts Online and our dealer network
are proud to offer you each item designed to make both your daily commute and longer
journeys more stylish and enjoyable from the inside out. Toggle navigation Parts. Search Go.
You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went
wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your
vehicle below:. Only at Participating Dealers. Restrictions May Apply. Cargo Management.
Driver Convenience. Interior Styling. Vehicle Security. All Weather Floor Mats. Audio CD Deck.
Premium Audio Headunit. Auto-Dimming Mirror. Auto-Dimming Rearview Mirror. Blu Logic
Hands-Free System. Bluetooth Antenna. Navigation Headunit. Rear Seat Entertainment. Cargo
Liner. Cargo Net - Envelope. Cargo Net Hardware Kit. Cargo Tote - Black. Cargo Tray. Carpet
Cargo Mat. Console Box. Center Console Box. Customer Video Cable. Engine Control Unit.
Remote Engine Starter. Security System. GPS Antenna. Hardware Kit. Head Unit. Illuminated
Door Sills. Illuminated Door Sills, Front driver side wire harness kit. Illuminated Door Sills, Front
passenger side illuminated door sill. Illuminated Door Sills, Front passenger side wire harness
kit. Interior Light Kit, 8 inch light rod- 4 Color Kit. Microphone Assembly. Hands Free System.
Interior Applique. Molded Dash Appliques. Navigation Upgrade Kit - Module Brackets. Pioneer
Standard Audio System. Base Audio Headunit. Plug-in Navigation. Navigation Upgrade Kit. RCA
Cable. Rear Seat Entertainment, Owner's Manual. Remote Engine Start, Hood Switch. RES Key
Tag. Retention Clip. Carpet Floor Mats. Scion Navigation System Scion Security System. Shift
Knob. SiriusXM Data Cable. Satellite Radio. Status Monitor. Vehicle Video Cable. Window Label.
XM Receiver Cover. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment,
technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information
available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U. Plus, you can
add your personal style to truly make it your own. Toyota Parts Online and our dealer network
are proud to offer you each item designed to make both your daily commute and longer
journeys more stylish and enjoyable from the inside out. Toggle navigation Parts. Search Go.
Scion XB. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right.
Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles
found. Select your vehicle below:. Only at Participating Dealers. Restrictions May Apply. Select
a year:. Cargo Management. Driver Convenience. Interior Styling. Vehicle Security. All Weather
Floor Mat. All Weather Floor Mats. Audio 3D Changer, Screws. Historical Audio. Audio CD Deck,
Base. Audio CD Deck, Premium. Audio CD Deck. Premium Audio Headunit. Auto-Dimming
Mirror. Auto-Dimming Rearview Mirror. Base Audio Wire Harness Kit. Base Audio Headunit.
Base Audio. BeSpoke Audio with Navigation. Navigation Upgrade Kit. Bespoke iPOD Cable. Blu
Logic Hands-Free System. Bluetooth Antenna. Navigation Headunit. Rear Seat Entertainment.
Cargo Cover. Cargo Liner. Cargo Net. Cargo Net - Envelope. Cargo Net Hardware Kit. Cargo Tote
- Black. Cargo Tray. Carpet Cargo Mat. Carpet Floor Mats. Carpet Floor Mats, Black. Center
Armrest. Console Box. Center Console Box. Cup Holder Illumination. Interior Light Kit.
Customer Video Cable. Door Sill Enhancements. Door Sill Protectors. Engine Control Unit.
Remote Engine Starter. Security System. GPS Antenna. Hardware Kit. Head Unit. Illuminated
Door Sills. Illuminated Door Sills, Front driver side wire harness kit. Illuminated Door Sills, Front
passenger side illuminated door sill. Illuminated Door Sills, Front passenger side wire harness
kit. Illuminated Door Sills, PS replacement. Interior Light Kit, 8 inch light rod- 4 Color Kit. Interior
Light Kit, Hardware Kit. Interior Light Kit, Switch Kit. Interior Light Kit, Wire Harness. Map Disc.
Microphone Assembly. Hands Free System. Interior Applique. Molded Dash Appliques.
Navigation Module Brackets. Navigation Upgrade Kit - Module Brackets. Navigation, XB 6.

Navigation, XB SE 6. Interface kit for iPod. Pioneer Standard Audio System. Plug-in Navigation.
Premium Audio System. Premium Audio. RCA Cable. Rear Seat Entertainment, Owner's Manual.
Remote Engine Start, H
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ood Switch. Remote Engine Start, Transmitter Label. RES Key Tag. Retention Clip. Scion
Navigation System Scion Navigation System, Head Unit. Scion Security System. Shift Knob.
Shift Knob - Anniversary Special Edition. SiriusXM Data Cable. Satellite Radio. Speaker, Front
Tweeter 1". Status Monitor. Subwoofer, Bass Tube Assembly. Subwoofer, Hardware Kit. Vehicle
Video Cable. Window Label. Wire Harness. Wireless Headphones - Single. Wireless
Headphones, Headphone Kit. XM Receiver Cover. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms.
Specifications, features, equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and
trim are based upon information available at time of publication, are subject to change without
notice, and are for mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of
this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please
verify any information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

